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Winning the Best Jordans Shoes News Award for Shoe of the Year is no small feat, and
Virgil Abloh's OFF-WHITE x Jordan I won it after its showing earlier this year.
Though the shoe will return to retail in a couple weeks, StockX is giving five
people the chance to win the shoe.To win you must download the StockX App for iOS or
Android and place a Bid for $190 on the Off-White x Jordan 1 Re-StockX in the app.
You can earn more entries by referring friends.
The Dunk Low Latest Jordans Shoes is one of the greatest Nike SB's ever,
unquestioned. Causing frenzies in NYC unheard of at the time, even 12 years later,
the shoe is considered a holy grail in the sneaker world. Though rumors were abound
that we were set to get a high top version of the shoe, it appears that we will get
the "Pigeon" Sb as a low, albeit in a different colorway.The shoe will swap out the
Greys on the shoe for Black and Brown, whilst keeping the Pink accents and pigeon
logo, giving us a brand new look while keeping the main theme intact.Unfortunately,
we don't have images of the shoe yet, but we do know that the shoe is set to release
on Nov. 11 at select Nike Stores and NDC. Stick with Sneakerwatch for more info as
it is announced.
Now there are a few shoes past the Cheap Jordan Shoes silhouette that sneakerheads
get excited about and the Air Jordan 17 is one of them. An acquired taste, the Air
Jordan 17 was shoe most people remember MJ playing on the Washington Wizards in.MJ's
son Marcus Jordan owns the now very famous Jordan exclusive sneaker boutique Trophy
Room and it looks like they have teamed up with Jordan Brand again on a new
collaboration. Marcus Jordan took to Instagram to preview what looks to be a Trophy
Room x Air Jordan 17. This shoe features a grey suede upper with accents of gold
chrome and a white outsole. Jordan captioned the preview with the words "Coming
Soon?"What do you think of this possible look colorway of the Air Jordan 17?
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